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_4500 sqm of exhibition space
_297 collections
_525 international buyers
_6331 Portuguese buyers
Modtissimo 55 showcased Portugal as a responsible and respectful industry, a “second
skin” increasingly sought after by the major European and international fashion brands.
“Modtissimo has nowadays a very strong connection with international platforms. It's
the biannual meeting of the Portuguese industry, but each day it includes a wider range
of geographies”, explains Manuel Serrão, CEO of Associação Selectiva Moda, organizer of
the event. Germany, the Netherlands, Russia and Spain are the most represented countries,
but there is also a record of visitors from the United States and the Far East.
An example is the Japanese company Takihya, which brought a group of several buyers to
Porto Airport. “We were at Première Vision Paris and Milano Unica, and now we are
closing the prospecting season here in Porto. The fair is not the same size as the other,
but the quality of the fabrics, ﬁnishes and ﬁtting is very good among Portuguese
exhibitors”, stresses Taishi Nakagawa, buyer of Takihya, who came to Portugal looking for
fabric suppliers.
The Netherlands and Germany are two of the markets present at Modtissimo. Miguel
Porfírio, AICEP delegate in the Netherlands, even points out “a paradigm shift” in relation
to the oldest textile show on the Iberian Peninsula. “Mouth-to-mouth marketing is very
important and more and more companies are contacting us asking for information about
Modtissimo. Nowadays, they take initiative”, he explains.
Private label manufacturers and fabric suppliers are what Europeans are looking for the
most. “Portugal is a leader in the green trade, in ecological production. The European
brands trust the Portuguese producers”, says Carlos Figueiras, a member of AICEP in
Germany. “When they arrive, the ﬁrst thing they ask is for environmental certiﬁcations,
such as GOTS”, adds Miguel Porfírio.
Responsible production is truly Modtissimo's big theme. “The expression 'Feel' serves as a
motto for the idea of Portuguese textiles as a second skin, which maintains the
sustainability concerns and transparency in the processes”, concludes Manuel Serrão.
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Focus on Innovation - iTechstyle Showcase
Made during Modtissimo 55 by the selection jury, the list of products, fabrics and accessories
candidates for this year's edition of the iTechStyle Awards is closed. The winners will be known
during the iTechStyle Summit, which will take place between April 28th and 30th, at Porto Cruise
Terminal.
Brandbias, Impetus, Estamparia Adalberto, Cork-a-tex New Generations Yarns, Tearﬁl, LMA,
Envicorte, Bordados Oliveira and Eurobotónia are the companies behind the new submissions.
The nine items that entered the restricted group of ﬁnalists join the 18 that had already been
elected - in a group where innovation, sophistication and research reach a level of excellence that
the iTechStyle Awards intends to highlight.
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Fashion Forum - new space
It was one of the great novelties of this edition of Modtissimo. The Fashion Forum brought together
in the same area fabric trends, children's fashion and a lifestyle space developed by the Portuguese
decoration brand Antarte.
“The forums always appeals to lots of people and, for this reason, we decided to gather most of
the forums in the same space”, explained Rute Madureira, from the organizing team. The New
Talent forum was the only one left out of this space.
The Fashion Forum brought together the Children forum – where nine Portuguese children's clothing
brands exhibited one of their bestsellers – as well as the Exhibitor Selection and the Sustainable
Future forum developed by the designer Dolores Gouveia.
The Exhibitor Selection forum encompassed four sub sectors - Sensitive & Fluid, Soft & Minimal,
Sensual & Exotic, and Simple & Nostalgic - which integrate products from more than 60 companies
present at this edition of MODtissimo. For the Sustainable Future forum, Dolores Gouveia selected
articles that respect the principles of circularity and environmental responsibility, developed from
companies present at the show.

Next Modtissimo:
September 22nd and 23rd| Alfândega do Porto

About Porto Fashion Week
Porto Fashion Week, now in its 15th edition, is the natural evolution of Modtissimo, the only trade show
for Fabrics and Accessories, manufacture and Innovative Textiles. With an irreverent and innovative
positioning, Porto Fashion Week associates Modssimo with a series of parallel actions every six months.
About Associação Selectiva Moda
The Selectiva Moda was born in 1992 and in 2017 celebrated its 25 th birthday. A life dedicated to the
promotion and internationalization of the Portuguese textile and clothing industry. It's constituted by
ATP (Portugal's Textile and Clothing Association) and ANIL (Portuguese Association of Wool Industrials).
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Contacts:
Person in Charge: Manuel Serrão
ms@portofashionweek.com
+351 229 380 610

WWW.MODTISSIMO.COM
WWW.PORTOFASHIONWEEK.COM
Other Porto Fashion Week events:
Fashion People
Fashion Film Festival
iTechstyle Green Circle
Fashion Out of the Box
Port Wine Fashion
Fashion Parade

